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Hey, Mom and Dad! This book’s for you and your children!

Cut out and read pages 7–10 for helpful painting instructions. The rest of the pages are for kids to color
and decide how they want to decorate their future room. Have fun!
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Transform classic block letters into a fancy caterpillar.
Page 1.

Little girls love butterflies with their fairy-like colors.
Page 2.

This baby giraffe will bring a cheery note of color to any nursery.
Page 3.
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Kid’s Room Colors
™

DK8

Turn your child’s room into the perfect pit stop with this vibrant color.
Page 4.

Teach your children the alphabet with fun fruits.
Page 5.

Bold colorful stripes are easy to paint with a ruler and tape.
Page 6.
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Hey, parents! It’s time to be creative! With 96 beautiful Crayola® paint colors to choose from, we have
some great ideas to get you started. And for even more fun decorating tips, pick up our oversized
crayon-shaped idea cards and chips from your nearest Dutch Boy ® retailer.

Useful Tips for Parents
• Copier enlargements and transfer paper can help you
become your own Picasso.
• A projector can also be used to trace images onto the walls.
• Always let paint dry before moving on to the next step.
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abc caterpillar page 1

fruit stand page 5

• Paint a basecoat of your wall color and let dry overnight.
• To create the caterpillar and bouncing dots, find varying sizes of circles in
everyday objects, such as plastic containers, buckets, cups and lids. Either trace
around them with a pencil, or paint the edges and stamp them on the wall
wherever you want.
• Paint each circle a different solid color and let dry.
• Now is the time to be creative with sea sponges, stippling brushes, foam
stamps and blue painter’s tape to add fun textures inside the circles.

• Paint a basecoat of your wall color and let dry overnight.
• Decide how large you would like your Crayola® characters and make a copy of
them. Tape each one of them around the room with blue painter’s tape and
experiment with placement. Using transfer paper, trace onto the wall.
• Make use of a 1 1/2" paintbrush and a medium- and small-pointed-tip artist brush.
Note: The black outline is the most difficult part to keep consistent. If you don’t feel
comfortable, that’s OK; the characters will look just as good without a black line
around them.

Colors used: Basecoat DK52; circles DK51, DK93, DK94, DK82, DK28,
DK48 and DK07.

Colors used: Basecoat DK93; fruit and letters DK79, DK96, DK69, DK86,
DK61, DK60 and DK63.

beautiful butterfly page 2

dinosaur dreams page 6

• Paint a basecoat of your wall color and let dry overnight.
• Measure up from the floor roughly 3' and draw a horizontal line around the
room. (Use a level or chalk line for more precision.)
• 6" above, pencil in a second line. Use this space as a guideline to create the
crest and fall of the wave.
• Paint beneath the wavy line and let dry.
• Using a short, pointed artist brush held like a pen, outline the wave.
• Add playful, small dots above and below the outline with an artist brush or
paint markers. The stage is now set for the butterfly, clouds and hearts.

• Paint a basecoat of your wall color and let dry overnight.
• Measure 3–4' from the floor and make tick marks around the room with a pencil.
Tape a line using blue painter’s tape.
• Measure up 13" and run a second line of tape to create crisp, clean edges for the
wavy band. Using a small terry roller that’s been dipped in paint and rolled on
paper to remove excess, paint between the two tape lines and let dry.
• Next, measure and tape off 3" from each side to create the dark blue stripe.
• Staying within the green, use a 2" paintbrush to create the thick, wavy line.
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Colors used: Basecoat DK60; stripes DK59 and DK83; wavy line DK24.
Colors used: Basecoat DK71; lower wall DK22; dots DK45, DK58 and DK69.

squiggly giraffe page 3
• Paint a basecoat of your wall color and let dry overnight.
• Determine how big to make the “scribble” around the room (roughly 4.5" are
shown). To avoid pencil marks, strike chalk lines to create a level boundary to
scribble in. Using an artist brush, hold it like a pen and let your hand loosely
move in loops and figure eights.
• Allow the line to be thick and thin, opaque and sketchy. Finally, add a spunky
giraffe.

fairy castle page 11
• Using a level or chalk line, mark a horizontal line two-thirds of the way from the floor.
• Paint a basecoat of your wall color on the top portion and let dry.
• Pencil in the castle — either freehand, stencil or with a copy and transfer paper.
• Next, tape the horizon line using blue painter’s tape.
• After painting in the castle, roll the color below the tape line all the way to the
baseboard.
• Now paint the sky with stars. You can custom cut foam to stamp the star shapes,
make stencils or simply draw them in. Vary their size and direction. Add quick dashes
to make them look as if they’ve been sewn into the evening skyline.

Colors used: Basecoat DK21; scribble DK45 and DK91; giraffe DK45 and DK91.
Colors used: Basecoat DK68; castle and below DK07; stars DK46, DK66 and DK15.

orange vroom page 4
• Paint a basecoat of your wall color and let dry overnight.
• Tape off road, paint and let dry. Freehand or make a stencil for the dotted line
in the road and paint a contrasting color.
• Decide how large you would like your vehicles and make a copy of them. Tape
each one of them around the room with blue painter’s tape and experiment
with placement. Using transfer paper, trace onto the wall and fill in.
Colors used: Basecoat DK86; chair rail and wainscot DK84; road DK54 and DK37;
cars and trucks DK38, DK53, DK51 and DK88.

playful paintball page 12
• Paint a basecoat of your wall color and let dry overnight.
• Choose an accent wall for your stripe pattern. Sketch a pattern on paper of varying
stripe widths and solid versus sponged stripes. It’s helpful to make the pattern 2–3'
and then just repeat across the wall.
• Using a ruler and level or chalk line, mark and tape the first color. Let dry and remove
the tape. Repeat with second color.
• Find various circular objects to trace. Five-gallon buckets, plastic containers, cups and
lids are excellent. The edges can be painted and placed right on the wall.
• Use an artist brush to create arms of paint reaching out from the blob.
Colors used: Basecoat DK74; stripes DK91, DK83 and DK65; splashes DK67 and DK73.
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surf’s up page 13
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• Paint a basecoat of your wall color and let dry overnight.
• Decide where to place the large Hawaiian flowers. Small pieces of blue tape work
nicely to create a composition, allowing you to change your mind and preview
positions. After you’ve determined the pattern, lightly draw with pencil the largeand medium-sized flowers on the wall or use copies and transfer paper to sketch
the flowers onto the wall. Using a medium-round artist brush, outline the flower.
• For the surfboard, we used plywood cut to our size and shape and primed it. Once
it is completely dry, tape down the sides using 2" blue painter’s tape. Paint the side
edges, let dry and remove the tape.
• Measure approximately 2" and re-tape for the stripes. Paint and let dry. Overlap
solid red and pink flowers as well as outlined floral shapes. To keep the flowers
consistent, vary copy sizes and use transfer paper to trace them onto the board.
Colors used: Basecoat DK77; flower outline DK64; surfboard edge DK65; surfboard
stripes DK31; surfboard flowers DK31 and DK64.

cosmic skies page 14
• Paint a basecoat of your wall color and let dry overnight.
• Use a sea sponge and randomly dab white paint to form the clouds. Step back
frequently to view your progress and placement.
• Let dry and then either draw freehand or trace the shooting stars and planets
randomly around the room.
Colors used: Basecoat DK68; clouds DK84; star outline DK61; stars DK60; planet DK38
and DK96.

the high seas page 15

22

• Paint a basecoat of your wall color and let dry overnight.
• Make a copy of the fish border to a desired size. With blue painter’s tape, place into
position and use transfer paper to trace onto the wall. Fill in with paint. The school of
fish can be hand drawn or done just like the border.
Colors used: Basecoat DK25; fish DK43, DK45, DK37, DK86, DK36 and DK38.

hippity hop page 16
22

• Paint a basecoat of your wall color and let dry overnight.
• To create the back “splash,” find various sizes of circles to trace around. You may
want to find objects, such as disposable cups, on which you can paint the edges
and use to stamp on the wall. Then, simply paint smaller dots around the circle
you’ve created and connect them as if they were arms reaching out. Don’t be afraid
to overlap colors.
• Make a copy of the frog to a desired size and tape it into position. Use transfer
paper to trace onto the wall. Now, it’s just like coloring. Paint the frogs using
medium-round and pointed artist brushes as well as a 1 1/2" painter’s brush.
Colors used: Basecoat DK57; splashes DK47, DK59, and DK45; frog DK51 and DK63.
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More fun decorating ideas.

If you are dreaming of being a princess, you’ll love this room!
Page 11.

Older boys can never get enough paintball!
Page 12.

Surfer girls all over the country will love these floral shapes.
Page 13.

Bring the bright stars of the universe into your children’s room.
Page 14.

Create an underwater adventure with bright, beautiful colors.
Page 15.

This playful color scheme is perfect for your children’s bathroom.
Page 16.
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Two brands
that play well together.
The partnership between Dutch Boy® and Crayola® is designed to
make decorating fun and easy with 96 colors for decorating your
child’s room — from infant to toddler to tween. Inspiration cards
help in selecting the right hue and visualizing décor options.
Both you and your child can get involved in the color
selection process. The coloring book provides a place for
children to express their creativity and take an active role
in the color selection process. The pullout parents’ guide
is a convenient resource, including the design templates,
instructions and painting techniques from the inspiration
cards. This unique approach is designed to stimulate your child’s
imagination and create enthusiasm for this family project.
Dutch Boy Paints has a 100-year heritage of innovative product,
packaging and color solutions. We provide a variety of quality
products, including formulas that are durable and scrubbable.

®

The Dutch Boy Paint Group
101 Prospect
Cleveland, OH 44115
© 2013 Dutch Boy Group
For more information, call 1.800.828.5669 or visit dutchboy.com.

Dutch Boy® guarantees the quality of
this Crayola product. If this product
does not perform properly, contact us
at 1-800-828-5669 9:00 A.M.-7:00
P.M. (EST) M-F, 9:30 A.M.-5:30 P.M.
(EST) SAT.
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